Abstract-With the rapid development of computer technique in the past decades, the emergence of P2P techniqueprompts the network computing model evolving from centralized network to distributed network. Although P2P technique has brought tremendous changes to the network technique, P2P technique also exposes a lot of problems during its implementation. If we can manage the P2P network traffic effectively,e.g. identifies and controls its traffic and distinguishes its services, then it will make great sense for research on improving the performance of network service and use efficiency. However,the traditional approaches have shown a great lack of adaptability in dealing with samples which contain heterogeneous information.large scale of samples,unnormalizeddata or uneven data distributed in high dimensional feature space. This paper is based on therelated researches, to overcomethe limitations and shortcomings of current network traffic identification; we explored network traffic identification and came up with an approach of network traffic identification based on random forest. This paper uses campus network of North China University of Water Resources and Electric Power and takes its outlet flow as sample data to experiment. The result shows that random forest is suitable for large scale of data situation, complex dimensional situation, data contain lots of heterogeneous information etc. Additionally, random forest algorithm provide broad application prospects and rich design ideas for machine learning in feature extraction, multiple class object detection and pattern recognition fields.
basis for the construct and selection of kernel function now. Moreover, when samples contain heterogeneous information or large scale of samples [6, 7] or not normalizeddata or uneven data distributed in high dimensional feature space, processing all the samples by merely use a single simple kernel to map them is obviously unreasonable.
Network traffic identification is the important aspectof network management while real-time, accurate network traffic identification is the basis of achieving optimal allocation of network resources as well as the important assurance of applying network well in society. This paper is based on therelated researches, for the limitations and shortcomings of current network traffic identification.Weexplorenetwork traffic identification deeply and came up with an approach of network traffic identification based on random forest algorithm. Random forest algorithm is the combination of decision trees. The combination overcomes the weakness that little input change makes the output vary widely and low efficiency and accuracy [6, 8] . To construct random forest [9, 10] , P2P network traffic identification model aims to improve the accuracy and efficiency of network traffic identification. Theoretically, the proposedmodel enriches the approach of network traffic identification. On the practical level, this model can be a reference of optimizing network traffic identification.
This paper uses campus network of North China University of Water Resources and Electric Power and takes its outlet flow as sample data to experiment. Whenconstructingdecision tree classifier: First of all, using attribute selection measure to divide tuples into different class's attributes and dividing the sample through the selected attributes recursively. Then we cut the noise reflected data aggregation and points in order to improve the accuracy of classifying the unknown data. At last, data partition is the training tuples and the corresponding class label collection. Attribute isthe candidate set of attribute. Attribute selection method is the specified select attributes enlightening process. The results show that:(1) every round of forest algorithm has higher certainly correct, response rate and precision than SVM algorithm while its false correct rate is lower than SVM. Therefore, through the average result of the algorithm, we can find that the correct rate of forest algorithm outperforms that of SVM over all setting. (2) Random forest algorithm is suitable for large scale of data, complex dimension and data contains lots of heterogeneous information. (3) Random forest algorithm providesbroad application prospects and rich design ideas for feature extraction, multi-class object detection and pattern recognition fields.
II. OUR DEVELOPED SCHEMA
The previous approaches are limited by means of the problems which discussed in the above section. To surmount those weak points, we in this section propose a method for P2P networktrafficidentificationbased on the random forest. For clear, we summarize our proposed algorithm in Figure1. It is easy to determine that, this method include several procedure. Firstly, collect and process data; secondly, feature extraction via approach in Section 2; thirdly, deliver the extracted feature to the model for training. Random forest algorithm is a multiple decision tree classifier of combination algorithm which initialized by Breiman. In this algorithm, every tree corresponds to an independent collection which is generated based on a random vector. These values contain two aspects of characters: on the one hand, they are subject to the same distribution; On the other hand, they are independent sampling. 
A. Model the Data Using Gaussian Mixture Models
While the joint distribution of GMMs can be showed as,
GMMs can be learnt using the Expectation Maximization (EM) method which could alternatively JOURNAL OF NETWORKS, VOL. 9, NO. 9, SEPTEMBER 2014 2457 maximize the log likelihood function over the training set in view of the posterior of z (E-step) and the parameters (M-step).
B. Identification Using Random Forest
Both tree-growing methods can grow complex trees that perfectly classify the training data. Nevertheless, thanks to the biases of the particular ways in that the hyper-planes are chosen, the generalization accuracy is rarely good. Partition trees which retreat to non-fully would mean losing 100% accuracy on training sample, which hardly supplies any confidence on doing well on unseen test data. Past experience in other contexts [10] has indicated that the make use of multiple classifiers could often compensate for the bias of a single classifier. It proves thatthe same methodology is applicable here. We will look into through multiple trees, i.e., a forest-to conquer the generalization biases.
How can we systematically create multiple decision trees by the same configure of example? To construct varying trees, there are many ways, whereas an arbitrarily which introducesdifference does not necessarily give trees we demand-trees which are 100% accurate on training instance as well as yet have varying generalization errors. For example, considering thatbuilding trees through distinct subsets of the training sample. The trees may not classify the full training configure perfectly.
Our approach that is to create multiple trees is to construct trees in stochastically selected subspaces of the feature space. For a given feature space of m dimensions, there are 2 m subspaces in which a decision tree could be constructed. The employ of randomization in selecting components of the feature vector is only a convenient way to explore the possibilities. Each selected subspace constructed a decision tree by the entire training set as well as the algorithms given in the previous section. We notethat these trees classifies the training example 100% correctly. The recognition is invariant for points which are varying from the training points only in the unselected dimensions. Consequently, eachtree generalizes its recognition in a distinct way. In the high dimensional feature spaces, the vast number of subspaces supplies more choices than could be used in practice.
Given t trees that are created in random subspaces, a discriminant function is needed to combine their classification of a test point. Here we employ the combination function which put forward in [11] . For a point x , let () j vx be the terminal node that x is assigned to when it descends down tree j T where 1, 2,..., jt 
.In view of this, let the posterior probability which x belongs to class c where 1, 2,..., cn  can be denoted using ( | ( ))
It can be estimated using the fraction of class c points over all points which are assigned to () j vx. We notethat in this context, due to the trees are fully separate, most terminal nodes contain only a single category, except for abnormal stops, and for this reason the value of the estimate ˆ( | ( )) j P c v x is nearly always 1.We could define the discriminant function as,
The decision rule is to assign x to class c for which () c gx is the maximum.
It is quite clear which the discriminant preserves 100% accuracy on the training set. For an unseen point, the decision function () gx averages over the posterior probabilities which are conditioned on reaching a particular terminal node. From the perspective of geometrics, every terminal node defines a neighborhood around the points assigned to that node in the chosen subspace. Using averaging over the posterior probabilities in these neighborhoods, the discriminant approximates the posterior probability for a given x in the original feature space. This is similar to kernel-based techniques for estimating posterior probabilities. In [11] the discriminant is used to combine multiple classifies trained by learning vector quantization, and it is indicated experimentally that the accuracy improves with increases in t. We have studied the analytical properties of the function as well as its several variants extensively through Berlind [9] .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we will assess our developed Random Forest for P2P Network Traffic Identification. The experimental procedure is composed of the following steps:(1) collect and process data; (2) feature extraction using the approach in the above section; (3) model training and test.The experimental steps are presented in the above section. This section will sequentially summarize the database, verification criterion as well as experimental results [12] .
A. Experimental Dataset
These experiment instances of this paper are captured from campus network of North China University of Water Resources and Electric Power. We take its outlet flow as data example to experiment. This paper divided the collected sample set into 6 groups, totally 24000 network traffic samples. And the data configure used in this paper can also be classified to two categories, non P2P stream as well as P2P stream. Among them, KaZaA, Anubis P2P, Bearshare Premium P2P as well as etc. are the typical peer to peer sharing software. So they all are included in P2P stream while HTP, HTTP, DNS and etc. are included in Non-P2P stream. In each collected network stream, the percentage of P2P stream in all network streams is shown as Table 1 . During the experiment, we take advantage of net matching algorithm to mark label for the data that requiresto be trained as 2458 JOURNAL OF NETWORKS, VOL. 9, NO. 9, SEPTEMBER 2014 well as we make it as recognition basis so as to assess the algorithm we used. As a result of the experimental error is inevitable; it will not have impact on the experiment [13] .
B. Data Procession and Feature Extraction
Streaming and feature extraction are mandatory for the collected training sample. This paper stream the data according to the characteristic of network traffic as well as adopt source attack, source port, destination attack, destination port as well as transport protocol these five tuples as representation. Based on different protocol's characteristic in transport layer, we utilize distinct stream end signal. For instance, when instance transmission by means of TCP/IP protocol, it will experience a three-way handshake process. According to its characteristic, this work chooses FIN/RST as stream end signal. If there is no stream flowing in an idle trial t(s), it is considered the stream is over.
During the identification step, extracting feature from training data will have a great impact on the experiment result. In the sample processing, if we could determine those features that are not sensitive to sample noise, easy to fetch and could affect a lot in category distinction effectively, as well as then we can improve the accuracy and efficiency of identification. Meanwhile, so as to avoid having difficulties calculating the inner product, image feature too large or small in training process, we need to normalize the training sample [14] . 
D. Main Results
In the first experiment, we assess the capability of our proposed Random Forest approach in P2P Network Traffic Identification, using comparison experiment. Two popular standard accuracyand recallare utilized for assessment. Identification accuracy and recall are two typical and popular measures for the correctness of the identification model [16] . The database is P2P network traffic. The experimental step can be found in the above section. Our method Random Forest is learnt by the approach in above part, where some parameters of Random Forest are set to defaults. The tests are run for several rounds over randomly partition dataset.
We extensively compare the proposed Random Forest method for P2P Network Traffic Identification with three algorithm, decisiontree, SVM as well as Adaboost. The recognition results are summarized in Table 3 and Figure  2 . These experimental results demonstrate that: (1) our proposed Random Forest outperforms all three compared method significantly, under distinct experimental collocation, different number of training example, as well as different evaluation criterion. (2) Our proposed approach exhibit robustness against the roundsof experiments, as well as the assessment standard, that no wonder suggest that the proposed algorithm can be employ to lots of tasks. The reasons are three folds. (1) The method can be applied to the conditions that sample data is large scale, complex dimension, containing a large number of heterogeneous information. (2) The parameter selection method is adaptive to different dataset, in comparison with the empirical parameter selection method. (3) The framework of the proposed method contains a group of comprehensive procedures which sequentially maximize the performance. In the second experiment, we assess the proposed random forest approach for P2P Network Traffic Identification, over the P2P network traffic. We take advantage of two comprehensive criterions, accuracyandrecall, for experimental verification. Identification accuracy and recall are two typical and popular measures for the correctness of the identification model. The experimental step is summarized in the experiment part. The preprocessing step and feature extraction procedure are important as a result of they capture discriminant information. The proposed method random forest is trained by means of the approach discussed above, as well as some parameters of randomforestare obtain using cross-validation schema. We run the test for multiple rounds, where in each time we stochastically partition the dataset to training configure and test set. We perform the test experiment take advantage of the proposed approach over 10 stochastically separate training sets as well as test sets, as well as show the identification performance in Table 4 . As show in the experiment results, the accuracyof the proposed algorithm, for varying percentage of training sample, distinct experimental collocation and varying evaluation standard, show competitive performance, i.e., higher than about 87.77%-79.29%. The performance ranges over accuracyand recallare respectively 72.14-89.95% as well as 70.61-91.26%. These results demonstrate which our proposed method is robust to the percentage of training example. The reasons counting for the above results are mainly from the following three aspects. First, the proposed method is capable to adapt and deal with complexly distributed data well, where the adaptability essentially comes from the flexibility of the modelparameters. Second, in comparison with the empirical parameter selection method, the selection method for modelparameters can adapt to the dataset. Third, the experimental procedure of the proposed method could provide informative features and could maximize the discrimination ability.
In the third experiment, we utilize the Random Forest method for P2P network traffic identification, and adopt the P2P network traffic collected from campus network of North China University of Water Resources and Electric Power to do experiment. The dataset contains totally 24000 samples collected from a campus network with P2P stream and non P2P stream.. It adoptaccuracyand recallas the verification criterion to evaluate the advantage of random forest for P2P Network Traffic Identification. During the experiment, it takes advantage of the standard algorithm to find the parameters of random forest. Then it makes use of the learnt random forest to perform the classification. In the experiment, the parameters of Random Forest are configured to the default ones. The experimental results of the proposed algorithm Random Forest as well as the compared algorithm Adaboost are respectively show in Table 5 as well as Figure 3 . These results are obtained by the selection method of cross validation approach under different parameter configuration. Identification accuracy and recall are two typical and popular measures for the correctness of the identification model. From the results of Table 5 and Figure 3 , we could see that, for distinct experimental rounds, under the assessment criterion ofaccuracyor recall, our proposed method for P2P network traffic identificationis significantly higher than that of the compared Adaboost, respectively about 87.32-80.81% and 83.53-81.94%. The reasons for these results are mainly three aspects. (1) Comparing with the traditional machine learning methods the can be well applied to the condition that the sample data is large scale, high dimension and contains a large number of heterogeneous information. (2) In comparison with empirical parameter selection method, the selection method for modelparameters can adapt to the dataset. (3) The processing procedure for data is able to remove noise and keep useful information effectively, and the element steps of our method could cooperate.
IV. DISCUSSION
Network traffic identification is the important content of network management while real-time, accurate network traffic identification is the basis of achieving optimal allocation of network resources as well as the important assurance of applying network well. This paper is based on other related researches, for the limitations and shortcomings of current network traffic identification.Weexplored network traffic identification deeply and came up with an approach of network traffic identification based on random forest algorithm. Random forest algorithm is the combination of some decision trees. Thiscombination overcomes the weakness that little input change makes output vary widely and low classification efficiency and accuracy.
To construct random forest algorithm P2P network traffic identification model aims to improve the accuracy and efficiency of network traffic identification. On the theoretical level, this model enriches the approach of network traffic identification. On the practical level, this model can be a reference of optimizing network traffic identification. The result show (1) every round of forest algorithm has higher certainly correct, response rate and precision than SVM algorithm while its false correct rate is lower than SVMalgorithm. Therefore, through the average result of the algorithm, we can find that the correct rate of forest algorithm is higher that of SVM.(2) Random forest algorithm is suitable for large scale of data situation, complex dimensional situation, data contain lots of heterogeneous information situation etc. (3) Random forest algorithm provide broad application prospects and rich design ideas for machine learning in feature extraction, muliple class object detection and pattern recognition fields. In this paper, the training process requires very large amount of computation and the training time is relatively long. Therefore, to improve the efficiency of model training and enhance the detect performance of the algorithm when the training sample is relatively small is the next prospect for this paper.
